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44 of 44 review helpful A book for many generations to read and ponder By silentalan After Virtue is one of those 
works which will stand the test of time as a initiator of a discourse long forgotten in the western world The discourse 
concerns the nature of morality which sustains or fails to sustain the inner lives of the western man after the cruel 
shattering of all possible illusions of any kind of moral order in the u When After Virtue first appeared in 1981 it was 
recognized as a significant and potentially controversial critique of contemporary moral philosophy Newsweek called 
it ldquo a stunning new study of ethics by one of the foremost moral philosophers in the English speaking world rdquo 
Since that time the book has been translated into more than fifteen foreign languages and has sold over one hundred 
thousand copies Now twenty five years later ldquo After Virtue is a striking work It is clearly written and readable The 
nonprofessional will find MacIntyre perspicuous and lively He stands within the best modern traditions of writing on 
such matters rdquo mdash New York of 
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